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ACROSS
  9 A love for time gone stirring lots again 

(9)
10 One receiving guests with a plant (5)
11 Pair of revolutionaries taken with 

nationalist language (7)
12 A person assisting dealer keeps postal 

order for small container (7)
13 Wind from the east gets to decline (3)
14 Approach taken by man with book in 

style that’s offensively pointed (4,3,4)
17 Man in Latin America has computer 

problem (5)
18 Light brown vehicle transporting oil 

(half obscured) (3)
19 Leave a dish with ice cream (5)
21 Current team sport in African country in 

blistering sun is out of place (11)
23 On a regular basis, crude thing needed 

for breaks? (3)
25 Long-standing rival in mess after 

slipping around end of game (7)
27 Standard search with no end of calls to 

get floor covering (7)
28 Media executive enters medical facility 

in large car (5)
29 Wartime leader is vote loser after 

shenanigans (9)
DOWN
  1 British scientist consuming new nibbles 

(6)
  2 Special person in fancy gear is 

paediatrician (8)
  3 Find woman without daughter favouring 

active involvement (3,5,2)
  4 Player’s representative snubbed in 

rugby club (4)
  5 A relative has endless fizzy drink when 

entering in this way US city (3,7)
  6 Superficial flaw in part of a golfer’s 

repertoire (4)
  7 Key fare includes refined bread of old 

(6)
  8 Bet name’s changed for underground 

site (8)
15 A tense time amid awful frost to an 

extent (5,1,4)
16 European distributed treats, yes, in 

comfortable situation (4,6)
17 Victor again rejecting a good number on 

English ship shows conceit (8)
20 University given right to probe serial 

offender as university employee (8)
22 Revolutionary protest in Cyprus, 

something marked by hoots? (6)
24 A complete lot shunning tips for 

respectable existence (6)
26 Sensible artisan eats sandwiches (4)
27 Learner in school gets to make slow 

progress (4)


